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melt 1 grain of a solid is called the latent heat i
of melting Similarly there ib a latent heat of
evaporation. Strictly speaking the specific and
latent heats of a substance depend on how much
its pressure and. volume are allowed to vary
during the measurements Water has a high
specific heat and this makes the oceans a vast
lieat reservoir a factor of great meteorological
significance. The science of heat is called
thermodynamics and is of great importance in
physics and chemistry See F17
Heath flowering plants of the Ericaceae family
Heaths are widely distributed over uncultivated
spaces of Europe and Africa In Britain they
are represented by heather (of which there are
several species) and hng (CesBtww mrisrarw) which
cover thousands of acres of moorland Some
of the African or Cape heaths are very beautiful
and much prized by florists Oca speclea of
heath (Enca arborea) which grows in S Europe
and N Africi has close grained woody root
stock used for making briar pipes See T7(8)
Heat Wave ia a spell of very hot weather due
chiefly in the British Isles to a warm southerly
current of air caused by the presence of an
anticyclone over western or central Europe at
the same time as a depression is stationary
over the Atlantic High humidity increases the
discomfort
Hegira, an Arab term signifying departure or
flight and used m reference to Mohammed s
departure from Mecca for Medina ad 622 from
which date the Mohammedan era is reckoned.
Helicopter heavier than air aircraft which obtains
its lift from blades rotating above the fuselage
in windmill fashion. The first successful heli
copters were the Focke-Wulf SI a German
machine (1936) and the VS-300 designed by
Igor Sikorsky flown hi 1937 Helicopters can
hover and rise and descend vertically hi
addition to being capable of horizontal flight
Heliotrope a favourite sweet scented flowering
plant common in tropical and sub-tropical
countries the Peruvian heliotrope to the
cherry pie of our summer garden borders
See T»(l)
Helium a gaseous element first discovered by
means of the spectroscope hi the suns atmo
sphere This discovery made in 1868 by the
astronomer Sir Norman Lockyer was followed
in 1895 by Sir William Eamsay s proof that the
element existed on earth. He found it in the
uranium ore clevite Later it was established
that helium is formed by the radioactive decay
of many elements which emit a particles
(nuclei of helium atoms) and is contained in all
radioactive minerals The largest source of
helium ia natural gas, the richest in helium
being the gas from certain wells hi "Utah. U S.A.
Next to hydrogen, helium is the lightest gas
known has a lifting? power equal to 92% of
hydrogen and the advantage that it is inert and
non inflammable. It is used for inflating air
ships Ordinary air contains 1 part hi 200 000
of helium It was the last gaseous element to
be liquefied, this being achieved by Onnes in
1908 in Leydon Liquid helium has many re-
markable properties only imperfectly under
stood As well as being scientifically fascinat
ing it is indispensable in cryogenics (<iv) as a
medium for cooling other substances to tern
peratures near absolute zero Hydrogen fusion
in the H bomb produces helium.
Hellebore, a plant of the Ranun-cvl-aceae (buttercup)
family The best-known British examples are
the green and stinking varieties. There is also
a garden kind which flowers hi December called
the Christmas Rose Hellebore yields a bitter
substance which forms a drastic purgative but
to now little used. SeeTOU)
Hellenic Art, The art of ancient Greece may be
roughly divided into three periods the pre
historic period (c. 1600-1000 b,o ) of the bronze
age Mycenaeans the archaic period (e 600-
500 b a) and the classical period (o 600-300
£.0) Of the first period centred on Mycenae in
Peloponnesus but extending to the coasts of
Ada and the city of Troy we can mention only
the; massive stone gateways and the shaft staves
of Mycenae, where the archaeologist Schliemann
discovered painted vases, gold cupa, bronze
awords, and ornaments of what had once been a
lieat. if primitive, civilisation. During the
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archaic period sculpture was the principal form
of art expression The magnificent male and
female figures are reminiscent of Egyptian art
but are distinctive m liveliness of facial expres
sion The vase paintings of this period became
more elaborate depicting scenes from mytho
logy or ceremonial events. Typical of classical
Greek art is the representation of the beautiful
and healthy human body deliberately posed and
often carrying out heroic or athletic acts The
vast majority of these statues are known to us
only through Boman copies The Hermes of
Praxiteles (bom c 386 b o ) is possibly the only
existing statue which can be assigned with any
degree of certainty to an individual artist
Almost the whole of the Greek genius in arohi
tecture was expended on temples which are all
basically similar in design—-a rectangle with a
low pitched gabled roof resting on side walls
The three orders Doric Corinthian and Ionic
mainly referred to the type of column used but
naturally the whole building was influenced
thereby Some of the main buildings are on the
Acropolis a hill outside Athens on which stand
the Parthenon (from the outer frieze of which
the Elgin marbles now mostly in the British
Museum were taken) the Erechtheum famous
for its Porch of Maidens, and the gateway
known as the Propylaea with its broad flight of
marble steps Apart from that on vases no
Greek painting has come down to us although
Greek painters existed and were noted m their
tune All we have are copies in mosaic and
fresco made by the Romans at Naples and
Pompeu Of Greek literature in prose verse
and the drama little can be said here To the
early period (t e the archaic age) belong
Homer s Hiad and Odyssey Hesiod s long poem
Work a/id Days and Sappho s love poems and
Pindar s Odes The period of Pericles in the
5th cent bo produced more great literature
than any comparable period in history the
philosophical writings of Plato and Aristotle
the tragedies of Aeschylus Euripides and
Sophocles the comedies of Aristophanes—all
these are still part of the European tradition
and together with Greek architecture played a
major part hi the ^Renaissance (see J44)
Hellenistic Art, the art of the period of Greek
civilisation which began with the conauests of
Alexander the Great (356-323 b.o ) and lasted
until his former empire (which encompassed
most of the Middle East and part of North
Africa) was conauered by the Romans hi
146 b o Culturally it was an important period
because it spread Greek culture far beyond its
original boundaries—even as far as the north of
India and its centres spread from Athens to the
cities of Alexandria in Egypt Antioch in Syria
and Pergamum m Asia Minor But equally
Eastern culture spread to the West democracy
was replaced by absolute monarchy cosmopoli
tanism took the place of the Greek tendency to
believe that all who were not Greeks were bar
barians and mystical philosophies took the
place of Greek rationalism. This was a sensuous
secular pleasure-loving rootless society and
these tendencies were reflected in ita art
Hellenistic sculpture was sensual effeminate
and violently emotional yet it depicted indivi
duals and not always noble or beautiful ones
(Classical Greek sculpture was idealistic showed
types rather than individuals and appealed to
the intellect rather than the emotions ) Some
of the best examples came from the school at
Pergamum and later from the island of Rhodes
and the titles themselves speak of their nature
The Dvme Gaul GavH Slaving Ms Wife and
Himself and the famous Laocotin (representing
Laocodn and his two sons being crushed by two
enormous serpents) All these date from about
240 to 60 b.o —for the culture did not imme
dlately end with the Eoman conquest The
enormous frieze of the altar of the temple m
Pergamum depicts a battle between gods and
giants with tremendous realism and brutal
violence far removed from the serene art of
classical times. Portrait sculpture is typical of
Hellenistic art where it may almost be said to
have been invented, since such ventures in the
past had been Idealistic rather than realistic
The great Hellenistic cities were geometrically
planned and fine public buildings made their

